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Welcome	to	the	Basic	Arabic	Course!	Welcome	to	the	three-part	Basic	Arabic	Course	in	which	you	will	learn	all	the	essentials	of	the	Arabic	language.	Note,	though,	that	this	course	is	not	meant	to	replace	more	established	courses.	It	merely	aims	to	give	you	a	taste	of	the	Arabic	language	and	solid	foundations	on	which	to	build.	Basic	Arabic	Course	-	Lesson	1:	If	you	want	to	learn	how	to	read	and
write	all	the	letters	of	the	Arabic	alphabet	fast	and	without	rote	learning,	then	check	out	Arabic	Genie's	The	Magic	Key	To	The	Arabic	Alphabet.	Let's	start	with	the	Arabic	alphabet,	as	this	is	the	basis	for	the	other	lessons.	Here	are	some	basic	characterstics	of	the	Arabic	writing	system:	The	Arabic	alphabet	contains	28	letters.	Arabic	is	written	from	right	to	left.	In	Arabic	short	vowels	are	generally
not	written.	Arabic	letters	change	their	shape	according	to	their	position	in	a	word.	Let's	go	through	these	points	in	more	detail.	The	Arabic	alphabet	contains	28	letters.	This	means	that	the	Arabic	alphabet	contains	only	two	more	letters	than	the	English	alphabet	(26	letters).	However,	unlike	English,	the	Arabic	letters	are	always	pronounced	in	the	same	way.	In	English	the	letter	"c"	is	sometimes
pronounced	like	an	"s"	(ceasar)	and	sometimes	like	a	"k"	(cucumber).	Or,	to	take	another	example,	"gh"	is	sometimes	pronounced	"f"	(enough)	and	sometimes	pronounced	"g"	(ghost).	In	Arabic,	the	letters	always	retain	their	sound.	Arabic	is	written	from	right	to	left.	English,	of	course,	is	written	from	left	to	right	like	this.	from	left	to	right	->	->	->	->	->	Arabic,	on	the	other	hand	is	written	from	right
to	left:	tfel	ot	thgir	morf			Sure,	this	takes	some	getting	used	to,	but	is	not	that	hard	with	enough	practice.	In	Arabic	short	vowels	are	generally	not	written.	There	are	three	short	vowels	in	Arabic:	a	short	"u"	(as	in	"look"),	a	short	"a"	(as	in	"can")	and	a	short	"i"	(as	in	"with").	Usually	these	short	vowels	are	simply	omitted	in	writing.	Long	vowels	(such	as	the	"ee"	in	"tree")	are	written.	A	sentence	such
as:	"The	book	in	the	tree	is	very	ugly	and	rotten."	becomes	"Th	bk	'n	th	tree	's	vr	'gl	'nd	rttn."	This	omission	of	short	vowels	can	be	very	difficult	in	the	beginning,	because	it's	difficult	to	guess	which	short	vowels	exactly	are	missing.	As	you	learn	more	about	Arabic	grammar	you	will	be	able	to	"guess"	the	missing	short	vowels	and	pronounce	unknown	words.	Arabic	letters	change	their	shape
according	to	their	position	in	a	word.	The	Arabic	script	is	essentially	a	cursive	script,	much	like	handwritten	English.	I.e.	almost	all	the	letters	within	a	word	are	connected	to	each	other.	This	necessitates	certain	changes	in	their	shapes.	If	you	write	an	English	word	cursively,	then	you	will	also	make	certain	changes	to	the	letters.	For	example,	the	letter	"s"	will	be	connected	to	the	letter	on	the	left
with	a	diagonal	stroke	if	that	preceding	letter	is	e.g.	an	"n".	However,	in	Arabic	these	changes	can	be	quite	drastic.	Take	a	look	at	the	following	table	that	summarizes	the	letters	in	the	Arabic	alphabet	and	their	shapes	according	to	whether	they	are:1)	on	their	own	(isolated),	2)	at	the	start	of	a	word3)	in	the	middle	of	a	word	or	4)	at	the	end	of	a	word.	*	The	six	letters	marked	with	an	asterisk	(*)
cannot	be	connected	to	the	left.	You	should	write	the	letters	a	few	times	each	to	get	a	feeling	for	them.	If	you	want	to	learn	how	to	read	and	write	all	the	letters	of	the	Arabic	alphabet	fast	and	without	rote	learning,	then	check	out	Arabic	Genie's	The	Magic	Key	To	The	Arabic	Alphabet.	Pronouncing	the	Arabic	sounds	Now	that	you've	had	a	first	glance	at	the	Arabic	alphabet,	you're	ready	to	learn	the
pronunciation	of	the	letters.	To	hear	the	pronunciation	of	the	Arabic	letters	you	should	head	over	to	the	Arabic	letters	application.	For	simplicity	let's	divide	the	letters	into	three	groups,	according	to	their	difficulty.	Easy	In	this	group	are	all	the	letters	that	are	more	or	less	exactly	pronounced	as	their	English	counterparts.	Medium	These	letters	are	still	somewhat	similar	to	English	sounds,	but
already	more	difficult	to	pronounce.	Difficult	These	Arabic	letters	can	prove	tough	to	pronounce	for	beginners.	Keep	at	it,	though,	and	listen	to	recordings	of	native	speakers.	Eventually,	your	throat	will	hurt	and	you'll	get	it	right!	Putting	letters	together	to	form	words	Now	that	you	know	how	to	write	and	pronounce	individual	Arabic	letters,	let's	take	a	look	at	putting	them	together	to	form	words.
salaam	means	"peace"	in	Arabic.	To	write	the	word	start	from	the	right	and	connect	all	the	letters:	Let's	take	a	look	at	another	word:	mumtaaz	-	which	means	"excellent"	in	Arabic.	For	more	writing	exercises	see	Arabic	Genie's	The	Magic	Key	To	The	Arabic	Alphabet.	End	of	lesson	1:	Arabic	alphabet	In	the	next	lesson	you'll	learn	the	basics	of	Arabic	grammar.	If	you're	trying	to	learn	the	Arabic
Alphabet	you	will	find	some	useful	resources	including	a	course	about	pronunciation,	and	sound	of	all	letters...	to	help	you	with	your	Arabic	grammar.	Try	to	concentrate	on	the	lesson	and	memorize	the	sounds.	Also	don't	forget	to	check	the	rest	of	our	other	lessons	listed	on	Learn	Arabic.	Enjoy	the	rest	of	the	lesson!	Learning	the	Arabic	alphabet	is	very	important	because	its	structure	is	used	in
every	day	conversation.	Without	it,	you	will	not	be	able	to	say	words	properly	even	if	you	know	how	to	write	those	words.	The	better	you	pronounce	a	letter	in	a	word,	the	more	understood	you	will	be	in	speaking	the	Arabic	language.Below	is	a	table	showing	the	Arabic	alphabet	and	how	it	is	pronounced	in	English,	and	finally	examples	of	how	those	letters	would	sound	if	you	place	them	in	a
word.End	of	the	wordMiddle	of	the	wordBeginning	of	the	wordSoundExample	 اـ  اـ 	''father	in	as	ā'a'	/	ʾا بـ  ـبـ  ـب b'b'	as	in	'bed'	 تـ  ـتـ  ـت t't'	as	in	'tent'	 ثـ  ـثـ  ـث ṯ'th'	as	in	'think'	 جـ  ـجـ  ـج j'j'	as	in	'jam'	 حـ  ـحـ  ـح ḥSharp	'h'	 خـ  ـخـ  ـخ ḫ	(kh,	x)'ch'	as	in	German	'Bach'	 دـ  دـ د d'd'	as	in	'deer'	 ذـ  ذـ ذ ḏ	(dh,	ð)'th'	as	in	'there'	 رـ  رـ 	''run	in	as	r'r'ر زـ  زـ 	''zoo	in	as	z'z'ز سـ  ـسـ  ـس s's'	as	in	'sit'	 شـ  ـشـ  ـش š	(sh)'sh'	as	in	'shut'	 صـ  ـصـ  ـص ṣ's"	as	in	'sold'
ضـ  ـضـ  ـض ḍ'd'	as	in	'bulldozer'	 طـ  ـطـ  ـط ṭ't'	as	in	'Tazmania'	 ظـ  ـظـ  ـظ ẓ'th'	as	in	'those'	 عـ  ـعـ  ـع ʿ'a'	in	'agh'	when	suprised	 غـ  ـغـ  ـغ ġ	(gh)'r'	as	in	'Paris'	 فـ  ـفـ  ـف f'f'	as	in	'free'	 قـ  ـقـ  ـق q'q'	as	in	'Qum'	 كـ  ـكـ  ـك k'k'	as	in	'king'	 لـ  ـلـ  ـل l'l'	as	in	'lift'	 مـ  ـمـ  ـم m'm'	as	in	'moon'	 نـ  ـنـ  ـن n'n'	as	in	'net'	 هـ  ـهـ  ـه h'h'	as	in	'house'	 وـ  وـ 	''wonder	in	as	w'w'و يـ  ـيـ  ـي y'y'	as	in	'yellow'	'o'	as	in	'oh'.	Top	vowelaSounds	like	'a'	in	Alabama	Top	voweluSounds	like	'o'

in	Open	Bottom	VoweliSounds	like	'I'	in	India	The	Arabic	alphabet	is	written	from	right	to	left.	It	has	no	capital	letters.	(Originally	Eurpoean	alphabet	didn’t	have	capitals	either,	the	Roman	alphabet,	from	which	we	got	ours,	existed	out	of	what	we	now	call	capital	letters,	the	Capitalis	Quadrata.	There	was	also	a	handwritten	script	derived	from	the	Capitalis	Quadrata,	used	by	the	roman	soldiers	and
merchants.	Only	during	the	Middle	Ages	under	Charles	the	Great,	capitals	where	introduced).	The	Arabic	script	is	called	a	running	script.	In	Latin	script	there	is	the	option	to	write	the	letters	separate	or	attached	to	each	other,	In	Arabic	however	you	are	forced	to	write	most	of	the	letters	attached	and	some	not.	In	Latin	script	when	a	word	doesn’t	fit	on	a	line,	you	split	the	word	up	into	syllables	and
break	it	on	that,	in	Arabic	that	is	not	possible.	So	instead	of	braking	the	word	into	syllables	making	the	word	smaller	as	to	fit	on	a	line	they	make	the	word	bigger	by	extending	the	letter,	like	so	 بــــــــــــــــــــــــــــحلاب 	 ءولمم 	 ةلاـــسر 	 كل 	 بكأ 	 انأ 	“Ana	aktub	lak	risalatan	mamlu’a	bil-hhub	I	write	you	a	letter	ful	of	love.	Some	Arabic	letters	are	almost	impossible	to	pronounce,	like	the	hh	(a	hot	h	as	if	you	are	cleaning	a	mirrors,	or	like	if	you	eat
hot	sambal	and	your	throat	is	on	fire)	the	3	as	if	you	burb	or	like	in	English	“I	say”	with	a	cracking	voice	and	the	q	which	is	pronounced	very	deep	in	your	throat	with	your	huig.	The	g	is	like	our	Dutch	g	in	Scheveningen.	The	glottal	stop	lik	in	English	Co-operation	or	in	Cockney	bo’lle	is	also	a	letter	in	Arabic.	Arabic	PronunciationYou	saw	how	a	letter	is	written	and	might	be	pronounced,	but	there	is
nothing	better	than	hearing	the	sound	of	the	letters	in	a	video	or	audio.	Below	you	will	be	able	to	hear	how	the	letters	above	are	pronounced,	just	press	the	play	button:	The	alphabet	and	its	pronunciation	have	a	very	important	role	in	Arabic.	Once	you're	done	with	Arabic	alphabet,	you	might	want	to	check	the	rest	of	our	Arabic	lessons	here:	Learn	Arabic.	Don't	forget	to	bookmark	this	page.The
links	above	are	only	a	small	sample	of	our	lessons,	please	open	the	left	side	menu	to	see	all	links.	In	this	post,	we	introduce	the	Arabic	alphabet	as	well	as	the	phonemes	(sounds)	and	orthography	(writing	conventions)	of	the	Arabic	language.	This	covers	everything	you	need	to	know	to	get	started	with	reading	and	pronouncing	Arabic	correctly.	Our	point	of	reference	is	Modern	Standard	Arabic
(MSA),	i.e.	the	standardized	literary	language	common	to	the	whole	Arab	world,	but	we	also	discuss	variations	in	colloquial	Lebanese	Arabic.	The	transcription	conventions	used	on	this	website	are	indicated	in	the	course	of	our	discussion.	If	you	are	looking	for	a	concise	presentation	of	this	information,	please	see	the	key	to	our	transcription	system.	Arabic	Script	The	Arabic	language,	along	with	a
number	of	other	languages	(e.g.	Farsi,	Pashto,	Sorani,	Urdu),	is	written	with	the	Arabic	script.	This	script	is	written	from	right	to	left	in	a	cursive	style,	in	print	as	well	as	in	handwriting.	Letter	case	does	not	exist,	i.e.	there	is	no	distinction	between	upper-case	and	lower-case	letters.	An	Arabic	edition	of	One	Thousand	and	One	Nights,	showing	the	beginning	of	the	story	“The	Fisherman	and	the
Jinni”	In	Arabic	script,	letters	take	different	shapes	depending	upon	their	position	in	the	word	and	whether	they	are	connected	to	a	preceding	letter.	All	letters	can	connect	from	the	right	side	(i.e.	to	the	preceding	letter),	but	some	do	not	connect	from	the	left	side	(i.e.	to	the	subsequent	letter).	Therefore,	every	letter	may	be	classified	either	as	a	connector,	i.e.	a	letter	that	connects	from	both	sides,
or	as	a	non-connector,	i.e.	a	letter	that	does	not	connect	to	the	subsequent	letter.	Most	letters	are	connectors;	there	are	only	six	non-connectors.	Connectors	have	four	shapes:	Independent:	not	connected	to	any	other	letter	Initial:	connected	to	the	subsequent	letter	only	Medial:	connected	to	the	preceding	and	subsequent	letters	Final:	connected	to	the	preceding	letter	only	Shown	below,	as	an
example,	are	the	four	shapes	of	the	Arabic	letter	bāĀ.	Final	Medial	Initial	Independent	ب	 ـب 	 ـبـ 	 بـ 	Non-connectors	have	two	shapes:	Independent:	not	connected	to	any	other	letter	Final:	connected	to	the	preceding	letter	only	Shown	below	are	the	two	shapes	of	the	Arabic	letter	Āalif,	which	is	one	of	the	six	non-connectors.	Final	Medial	Initial	Independent	ا	ـ	ـ	 اـ 	It	is	important	to	distinguish	between	the	shape	a
letter	takes	(independent,	initial,	medial,	final)	and	the	position	of	that	letter	in	a	word	(word-initial,	word-medial,	word-final),	as	the	two	will	not	necessarily	coincide.	For	example,	a	connector	will	take	an	initial	shape	in	word-medial	position	if	it	follows	a	non-connector,	and	a	non-connector	will	take	an	independent	shape	in	word-final	position	if	it	follows	another	non-connector.	The	Arabic
Alphabet	Overview	There	are	28	letters	in	the	Arabic	alphabet,	all	of	which	represent	consonants.	Three	letters	can	also	represent	long	vowels	in	certain	contexts,	namely	Āalif	(ا),	wāw	(و),	and	yāĀ	(ي).	Short	vowels	are	not	part	of	the	alphabet.	Most	of	the	letters	are	arranged	in	groups	of	two	or	three	with	similar	shapes,	and	are	distinguished	only	by	the	presence	and	placement	of	small	dots
above	or	below	the	basic	structure	of	the	letter.	The	Arabic	language	is	written	not	only	with	the	letters	of	the	alphabet,	but	also	with	a	number	of	characters	which	are	not	considered	part	of	the	alphabet.	These	include	variant	spellings,	short	vowel	markers,	various	other	markers	of	pronunciation	and	grammar,	and	a	peculiar	shape-shifting	consonant	called	hamzaŧ.	Some	of	these	characters	are
required	for	correct	writing,	while	others	are	optional	in	most	texts	and	seldom	written.	Arabic	writing	is	highly	phonemic,	i.e.	there	is	a	high	degree	of	consistency	between	the	letters	and	characters	of	the	language	and	their	corresponding	sounds.	Arabic	Alphabet	Chart	The	chart	below	shows	the	names	and	shapes	of	the	letters	of	the	Arabic	alphabet,	along	with	the	symbols	used	on	this	website
to	represent	these	letters	in	transcription.	Click	next	to	the	name	of	each	letter	to	hear	how	it	is	said.	*	Note	that	Āalif	is	not	an	independent	consonant	in	itself,	but	is	often	used	to	represent	the	consonant	hamzaŧ	(ء),	which	is	not	traditionally	included	in	the	alphabet.	We	introduce	the	hamzaŧ	below.	**	In	Egypt,	final	yāĀ	is	generally	written	without	the	dots.	Click	below	to	hear	all	28	letters	of	the
Arabic	alphabet	recited	in	order:	Arabic	Consonants	Pronunciation	Chart	The	chart	below	indicates	how	each	Arabic	letter	is	pronounced	in	MSA	when	used	as	a	consonant.	(Remember	that	Āalif	(ا),	wāw	(و),	and	yāĀ	(ي)	can	also	be	used	as	vowels;	this	will	be	discussed	later.)	Some	of	these	letters	(in	particular	ث ,	 ذ 	,	 they	than	Arabic	Lebanese	spoken	in	differently	pronounced	regularly	are	(ق	and	ظ
are	in	MSA.	These	pronunciation	variations	will	be	discussed	below.	Symbol	Pronunciation	Example	Letter	Ā	glottal	stop;	like	“-”	in	“uh-oh”,	“t”	in	the	informal	pronunciation	of	“football”,	or	the	sound	preceding	a	word	beginning	with	a	vowel,	as	in	“at”,	“in”	or	“out”	أ/ء	 ءامَْسأ 	b	like	“b”	in	“band”	ب	 َدَلب 	t	like	“t”	in	“tan”	ت	 َّلت 	θ	like	“th”	in	“thin”	ث	 نََمث 	j,	g	like	“g”	in	“regime”,	or	“s”	in	“leisure”	(like	“j”	in	“jam”	in	Gulf
countries,	and	like	“g”	in	“gate”	in	Egypt)	ج	 َلبَج 	H	no	English	equivalent;	produced	by	saying	“ha”	while	constricting	throat	muscles	ح	 بَسَح 	Ќ	like	“ch”	in	German	“nacht”	or	Scottish	“loch”	خ	 ّطَخ 	d	like	“d”	in	“dance”	د	 سَْرد 	ḏ	like	“th”	in	“that”	ذ	 َبَنذ 	r	ranges	in	quality	from	a	trill,	like	“r”	in	Spanish	“carro”,	to	a	tongue	flap	against	the	roof	of	the	mouth,	similar	to	the	“t”	in	“metal”	or	“butter”	in	informal	American	English	
like	“z”	in	“zoo”	ز	 ليمَز 	s	like	“s”	in	“sat”	س	 رَفَس 	š	like	“sh”	in	“shine”	ش	 فَشْرَش 	S	emphatic	counterpart	of	س,	similar	to	the	“s”	in	“sauce”,	“sauna”,	or	“sob”	ص	 ْفيَص 	D	emphatic	counterpart	of	د,	similar	to	the	initial	“d”	in	“dawdle”	or	“dawn”	ض	 ريمَض 	T	emphatic	counterpart	of	ت,	similar	to	the	“t”	in	“taught”	ط	 ليَوط 	Ẓ	emphatic	counterpart	of	ذ,	similar	to	the	“th”	in	“though”	3	ظ	 while	“ah”	saying	by	produced	equivalent;	English	no	فيَرظ
constricting	throat	muscles	ع	 بََرع 	ğ	similar	to	the	French	“r”	in	“Paris”,	or	to	the	sound	made	when	gargling	غ	 بيَرغ 	f	like	“f”	in	“fish”	ف	 لُفِلف 	q	similar	to	the	“c”	in	“caught”	but	articulated	even	further	back	in	the	mouth	ق	 بيَرق 	k	like	“k”	in	“kite”	ك	 ُبُتك 	l	like	“l”	in	“land”	ل	 َنَبل 	m	like	“m”	in	“man”	م	 َبْتكَم 	n	like	“n”	in	“now”	ن	 حاَجن 	h	like	“h”	in	“hat”	 ـه 	 َفَده 	w	like	“w”	in	“win”	و	 َدَلو 	y	like	“y”	in	“yes”	ي	 نيَمي
consonants	which	are	not	part	of	the	alphabet	proper:	hamzaŧ	(ء)	and	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	(ة).	hamzaŧ	(ء)	The	hamzaŧ	is	a	character	representing	the	glottal	stop,	a	sound	which	is	produced	by	blocking	and	then	releasing	the	airflow	in	the	vocal	tract.	There	is	no	letter	representing	the	glottal	stop	in	English,	although	the	sound	itself	is	common.	For	example,	it	occurs	between	the	two	syllables	of	“uh-oh”,
and	it	often	replaces	“t”	in	the	informal	pronunciation	of	words	like	“fountain”,	“cotton”,	“network”,	“football”,	“caught”,	“right”,	“cat”,	etc.	It	is	also	articulated	at	the	beginning	of	any	English	word	starting	with	a	vowel,	such	as	“at”,	“in”	or	“out”.	The	glottal	stop	is	a	distinct	consonant	phoneme	in	Arabic;	however,	the	hamzaŧ	itself	is	not	an	independent	letter.	It	is	written	in	various	ways,
depending	upon	its	position	in	the	word	as	well	as	upon	the	surrounding	vowels.	The	rules	for	writing	the	hamzaŧ	in	Arabic	script	are	complex,	and	will	not	be	discussed	here	in	any	detail.	The	important	thing	for	now	is	to	learn	to	recognize	the	hamzaŧ	in	all	of	its	various	forms.	The	basic	shape	of	the	hamzaŧ	resembles	the	letter	“c”	with	a	short	tail	sloping	down	to	the	left.	When	it	is	not	part	of	a
word,	this	symbol	is	always	written	by	itself	“on	the	line”:	ء.	It	is	sometimes	also	written	this	way	when	it	is	part	of	a	word,	although	never	in	word-initial	position.	Examples:	Note	that	ء	does	not	connect	to	any	letter,	whether	before	or	after.	Thus,	a	connector	immediately	preceding	ء	will	take	its	independent	or	final	shape,	and	not	its	initial	or	medial	shape.	(For	example,	yāĀ	takes	its	independent
rather	than	initial	shape	in	 ءيَرب ,	and	lām	takes	its	final	rather	than	medial	shape	in	 ءْلِم .)	This	is	the	only	time	this	happens	with	connectors	which	are	not	at	the	end	of	a	word.	More	often	than	not,	a	hamzaŧ	which	is	part	of	a	word	is	not	written	on	the	line,	but	instead	appears	in	miniature	on	one	of	three	letters:	Āalif	(أ	or	إ),	wāw	(ؤ),	or	yāĀ	without	the	dots	(ئ).	At	the	beginning	of	a	word,	hamzaŧ
cannot	be	written	on	the	line	nor	can	it	take	any	seat	other	than	Āalif.	It	sits	either	above	or	below	the	Āalif	(أ	or	إ),	depending	upon	the	following	vowel.	It	sits	above	if	it	is	followed	by	either	of	the	vowels	“a”	(fatHaŧ)	or	“u”	(Dammaŧ),	and	below	if	followed	by	“i”	(kasraŧ).	Examples	of	word-initial	hamzaŧ:	In	the	middle	and	at	the	end	of	words,	hamzaŧ	is	either	written	on	the	line	(ء)	or	it	sits	on	an
Āalif,	wāw,	or	yāĀ.	When	it	sits	on	an	Āalif,	it	is	always	above	(أ),	never	below.	The	following	table	shows	all	the	possible	seats	of	hamzaŧ	in	word-medial	and	word-final	position:	Final	Medial	Initial	Independent	ئ	 ـئ 	 ـئـ 	 ئـ ؤ	 	—	—	 ؤـ أ	 	—	—	 أـ 	Note	that	the	same	rules	of	connection	apply	to	these	letters	whether	they	are	long	vowels,	independent	consonants,	or	seats	for	hamzaŧ.	Examples	of	word-medial	and	word-
final	hamzaŧ	seats:	In	certain	situations,	an	Āalif	takes	a	hamzaŧ	but	the	miniature	hamzaŧ	symbol	does	not	actually	appear	on	the	Āalif.	This	occurs	with	Āalif	maddaŧ	(آ),	which	will	be	discussed	later.	It	also	occurs	with	an	Āalif	which	takes	a	type	of	hamzaŧ	known	as	hamzat	lwaSl.	This	hamzaŧ,	which	is	only	present	in	word-initial	position,	is	unwritten	and	is	pronounced	only	when	the	word	begins
a	sentence	or	utterance.	Regardless	of	how	hamzaŧ	is	written	in	Arabic	script,	we	always	transcribe	it	(when	pronounced)	as	Ā.	We	do	not	transcribe	hamzat	lwaSl	when	it	is	not	pronounced.	Learn	more:	Writing	and	Pronouncing	the	Hamza	(ء):	A	Guide	for	the	Perplexed	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	(ة)	Literally	meaning	the	“tied	tāĀ”,	the	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	is	a	form	of	the	letter	ت	that	exists	only	at	the	end	of	words,
and	is	always	preceded	by	a	vowel.	In	MSA,	this	vowel	is	usually	a	short	“a”	(fatHaŧ)	but	occasionally	a	long	“ā”	(Āalif).	The	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	usually	serves	to	mark	a	feminine	noun	or	adjective.	The	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	is	written	like	the	letter	ه	with	two	dots	above.	Since	it	appears	only	at	the	end	of	words,	however,	it	has	just	two	shapes:	an	independent	shape	if	it	follows	a	non-connector,	and	a	final	shape
if	it	follows	a	connector.	The	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	is	sometimes	silent	and	sometimes	pronounced,	depending	upon	several	factors	including	the	location	and	function	of	the	word	in	the	sentence,	as	well	as	whether	the	speaker	is	using	a	dialect	or	MSA.	In	fully	vocalized	MSA,	it	is	pronounced	like	ت	unless	followed	by	a	pause,	such	as	at	the	end	of	a	sentence,	in	which	case	it	is	not	pronounced.	Note,
however,	that	the	standard	in	classical	Arabic	and	Quranic	recitation	is	for	pre-pausal	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	to	be	pronounced	like	a	soft	ه.	When	it	is	not	pronounced,	we	transcribe	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	as	ŧ.	Bear	in	mind	that	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	changes	to	a	regular	tāĀ	(ت)	if	a	suffix	is	added	to	the	word.	Examples	(MSA	pronunciation):	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	is	generally	not	pronounced	at	all	unless	the
word	is	in	the	construct	state,	in	which	case	it	is	pronounced	ت.	There	are	some	exceptions,	however.	When	the	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	is	preceded	by	the	long	vowel	Āalif,	it	is	usually	pronounced.	Examples	(Lebanese	Arabic):	As	mentioned	above,	the	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	is	always	preceded	by	a	vowel.	This	vowel	–	usually	short,	but	occasionally	long	(as	in	the	above	examples)	–	is	always	pronounced,	even	when
the	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	itself	is	not.	In	MSA,	the	short	vowel	is	always	“a”	(fatHaŧ)	and	the	long	vowel	is	always	“ā”	(Āalif).	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	the	short	vowel	is	either	“a”	(fatHaŧ)	or	“e”	(kasraŧ),	while	the	long	vowel	is	always	Āalif	but	with	pronunciation	varying	between	“ā”	or	“ē”,	depending	on	the	preceding	consonant.	With	the	notable	exception	of	ر,	consonants	which	are	produced	in	the	front	of	the
mouth	(ب 	, ت 	, ث 	, ج 	, د 	, ذ 	, ز س,	 ش,	 	, ف 	, ك 	, ل 	, م 	, ن 	, و 	, ء)	throat	the	in	and	mouth	the	of	back	the	in	produced	are	which	consonants	while	marbūTaŧ,	tāå	the	before	–	“ē”	or	“e”	i.e.	–	sound	vowel	front	the	take	will	(ي 	, ح 	, خ ص,	 	,	 ض 	, ط 	, ظ 	, ع 	, غ 	, ق 	, ـه )	will	take	the	back	vowel	sound	–	i.e.	“a”	or	“ā”	–	before	the	tāå	marbūTaŧ.	Examples	(Lebanese	Arabic	pronunciation):	Note	that	ر	is	usually	followed	by	the	back	vowel	sound.	There	are,	however,
some	common	exceptions,	two	of	which	are	shown	in	the	following	examples:	Examples	(Lebanese	Arabic	pronunciation):	Difficult	Consonants	Most	Arabic	consonants	have	English	equivalents	and	their	pronunciation	should	not	pose	any	problem	for	English	speakers.	The	others	will	require	some	practice	to	learn	correctly.	Particular	attention	should	be	paid	to	the	proper	pronunciation	of
consonants	which	may	sound	similar	to	a	non-native	ear	but	nevertheless	constitute	distinct	phonemes	in	Arabic.	Emphatic	Consonants	It	is	important	to	distinguish	between	emphatic	consonants	(also	known	as	velarized	or	pharyngealized	consonants)	and	their	non-emphatic	counterparts.	The	point	of	articulation	is	the	same	for	both,	but	the	emphatic	consonants	are	produced	with	the	edges	of
the	tongue	tensed	and	raised	at	the	sides	of	the	mouth	while	the	middle	part	of	the	tongue	is	pulled	back,	thus	forming	a	“u”	shape	in	the	middle	of	the	mouth.	Emphatic	consonants	deepen	the	sound	of	surrounding	vowels	and	even	other	consonants.	Beginning	students	of	Arabic	are	advised	to	pay	close	attention	to	these	sounds	in	order	to	learn	how	to	recognize	and	pronounce	the	emphatic
consonants	properly.	Examples:	ح	and	ه	ه	is	the	same	as	the	English	“h”	in	words	like	“hat”	and	“hand”.	ح	is	a	much	sharper	sound.	It	is	produced	by	pushing	air	from	the	throat	while	tightly	constricting	the	throat	muscles.	ء	and	ع	ع	is	articulated	while	the	throat	muscles	are	tightly	constricted.	In	this	respect	it	is	like	ح;	the	two	differ,	however,	in	that	ح	is	voiceless	(like	a	whisper)	and	ع	is	voiced.	Arabic
learners	sometimes	have	difficulty	at	first	distinguishing	between	ع	and	ء.	Keep	in	mind	that	with	ء	there	is	a	complete	stop	of	airflow	in	the	vocal	tract,	which	results	in	an	absence	of	sound,	while	with	ع	the	vocal	cords	are	vibrating	as	the	throat	muscles	are	constricted,	which	results	in	the	“strangled”	sound	characteristic	of	this	consonant.	Examples:	ث	and	ذ	Both	of	these	consonant	sounds	exist	in
English,	but	unlike	Arabic	they	are	not	distinguished	orthographically.	ث	is	voiceless,	pronounced	like	the	“th”	in	“thin”	and	“thought”,	and	ذ	is	voiced,	pronounced	like	the	“th”	in	“that”	and	“then”.	Examples:	ق	and	ك	ك	is	the	same	as	the	English	“k”	or	“c”	in	words	like	“kite”	and	“cat.”	ق	is	a	similar	clicking	sound,	but	produced	with	the	tongue	in	the	very	back	of	the	mouth.	Examples:	Lebanese	Arabic
Consonant	Variations	Four	Arabic	consonants	–	ث ,	 ذ ,	 as	,ذ	and	ث	of	case	the	in	exceptions	are	there	However,	variants.	pronunciation	Lebanese	the	representing	when	script	Arabic	in	consonants	these	of	spelling	original	the	preserve	generally	we	pronunciations,	Lebanese	their	to	adapt	to	simple	relatively	is	it	As	MSA.	in	are	they	than	Lebanese	spoken	in	differently	pronounced	regularly	are	–	ق	and	ظ
noted	below.	Our	aim	is	to	preserve	the	connection	to	MSA	spelling	as	much	as	possible	while	ensuring	that	the	Lebanese	pronunciation	can	be	elicited	from	a	reading	of	the	Arabic	script	alone.	The	Pronunciation	and	Spelling	of	ث	in	Lebanese	Arabic	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	ث	is	usually	pronounced	like	س,	i.e.	“s”.	For	example,	 ةَْرَوث 	is	usually	pronounced	sawraŧ	in	Lebanese	Arabic.	In	a	limited	number	of
words,	this	consonant	is	regularly	pronounced	like	ت,	i.e.	“t”.	For	example,	 موث 	is	pronounced	tūm	in	Lebanese	Arabic.	We	preserve	the	ث	spelling	in	Arabic	script	when	this	letter	is	pronounced	like	س	(as	it	is	in	most	words).	However,	when	it	is	pronounced	like	ت,	we	write	this	letter	as	it	is	pronounced.	Thus,	for	example,	we	preserve	the	ث	in	 ةَْرَوث 	regardless	of	whether	this	word	is	pronounced	θawraŧ	(MSA)
or	sawraŧ	(Lebanese	Arabic).	However,	the	ث	in	 موث 	is	replaced	with	ت	when	we	are	representing	Lebanese	pronunciation	(i.e.	tūm);	ث	is	preserved	only	if	we	are	representing	MSA	pronunciation	(i.e.	θūm).	Examples:	The	Pronunciation	and	Spelling	of	ذ	in	Lebanese	Arabic	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	ذ	is	usually	pronounced	like	ز,	i.e.	“z”.	For	example,	 ةََرْكَذت 	is	usually	pronounced	tazkaraŧ	in	Lebanese	Arabic.	In	a	limited
number	of	words,	this	consonant	is	regularly	pronounced	like	د,	i.e.	“d”.	For	example,	 َبَهذ 	is	pronounced	dahab	in	Lebanese	Arabic.	We	preserve	the	ذ	spelling	in	Arabic	script	when	this	letter	is	pronounced	like	ز	(as	it	is	in	most	words).	However,	when	it	is	pronounced	like	د,	we	write	this	letter	as	it	is	pronounced.	Thus,	for	example,	we	preserve	the	ذ	in	 ةََرْكَذت 	regardless	of	whether	this	word	is	pronounced
taḏkaraŧ	(MSA)	or	tazkaraŧ	(Lebanese	Arabic).	However,	the	ذ	in	 َبَهذ 	is	replaced	with	د	when	we	are	representing	Lebanese	pronunciation	(i.e.	dahab);	ذ	is	preserved	only	if	we	are	representing	MSA	pronunciation	(i.e.	ḏahab).	Examples:	The	Pronunciation	and	Spelling	of	ظ	in	Lebanese	Arabic	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	ظ	is	usually	pronounced	as	an	emphatic	ز,	like	the	“z”	in	“zone”.	However,	we	preserve	the	
spelling	in	Arabic	script.	Examples:	The	Pronunciation	and	Spelling	of	ق	in	Lebanese	Arabic	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	ق	is	usually	pronounced	like	ء,	i.e.	the	glottal	stop.	However,	we	preserve	the	ق	spelling	in	Arabic	script.	Examples:	A	notable	exception	to	the	usual	Lebanese	pronunciation	of	qāf	as	a	glottal	stop	is	found	among	the	Druze,	particularly	those	living	in	rural	areas	(in	Lebanon,	this	is	primarily
in	the	Chouf	Mountains),	who	tend	to	preserve	the	MSA	pronunciation	of	ق,	i.e.	“q”.	Even	those	who	normally	pronounce	qāf	as	a	glottal	stop	will	pronounce	it	as	“q”	when	it	occurs	in	certain	proper	names	or	religious	words,	or	some	words	that	contain	ا	and	ق	together.	Examples:	Additional	Consonant	Sounds	in	Lebanese	Arabic	When	pronouncing	certain	words	of	foreign	origin,	speakers	of
Lebanese	Arabic	often	use	consonant	sounds	which	are	not	typical	of	the	dialect.	For	example,	“p”	is	used	in	pāspōr	(“passport”)	and	kōmpyūtar	(“computer”),	“g”	in	Āinglīzé	(“English”)	and	sigārā	(“cigarette”),	and	“v”	in	brāvō	(“bravo”)	and	sayyav	(“to	save”).	We	transcribe	these	sounds	as	they	are	pronounced,	while	writing	them	with	the	Arabic	letter	to	which	they	approximate.	Symbol
Pronunciation	(Lebanese)	Letter	p	like	“p”	in	“passport”	ب	g	like	“g”	in	“English”	ج	v	like	“v”	in	“bravo”	ف	Silent	Consonants	in	Lebanese	Arabic	Aside	from	the	previously	discussed	tāå	marbūTaŧ,	there	are	two	consonants	which	are	frequently	silent	in	Lebanese	Arabic:	hamzaŧ	(ء)	and	hāĀ	(ه).	Word-final	ء	preceded	by	Āalif	is	often	silent	in	Lebanese	Arabic,	in	which	case	we	transcribe	it	as	å.	Note	also
that	the	Āalif	in	such	words	is	pronounced	with	a	short	vowel	sound	instead	of	its	usual	long	vowel	sound	(i.e.	“a”	instead	of	“ā”);	nevertheless,	we	transcribe	it	as	a	long	vowel.	Examples:	ه	is	sometimes	silent	in	Lebanese	Arabic,	in	which	case	we	transcribe	it	as	ħ.	Examples:	Arabic	Vowels	Overview	Arabic	has	only	three	vowels	(“a”,	“i”,	“u”),	each	of	which	can	be	either	short	or	long.	Long	vowels
are	pronounced	for	about	twice	as	long	as	short	vowels.	Although	there	are	relatively	few	distinct	vowels	in	Arabic,	the	quality	of	their	pronunciation	does	admit	of	a	considerable	amount	of	variation,	especially	in	the	case	of	the	“a”	sound.	One	significant	factor	is	the	proximity	of	one	or	more	of	the	emphatic	consonants	(ص ض,	 	, ط 	, .sounds	vowel	surrounding	the	deepening	of	effect	the	has	which	,ق	or	(ظ
Pronunciation	of	vowels	can	also	vary	from	one	dialect	region	to	another,	and	this	can	affect	vowel	quality	even	in	MSA.	These	variations	are	not	generally	of	any	semantic	significance,	however.	They	are	what	linguists	call	allophones,	i.e.	different	sounds	which	may	be	used	interchangeably	without	changing	the	meaning	of	a	word,	as	opposed	to	phonemes,	which	are	the	most	basic	units	of	sound
capable	of	producing	a	distinctive	meaning.	We	make	no	attempt	to	catalogue	the	full	array	of	allophonic	vowel	variations	in	our	discussion	below.	However,	we	do	highlight	some	vowel	sounds	which	do	not	exist	in	MSA	but	are	regularly	produced	by	speakers	of	Lebanese	Arabic	in	certain	phonetic	contexts.	These	vowel	sounds	are	represented	in	our	transcription	system,	and	should	be	adopted	by
learners	of	Lebanese	Arabic.	Short	Vowels	and	sukūn	Short	vowels	are	not	represented	in	Arabic	script	with	letters,	but	with	diacritical	marks	called	Harakāt	/	 تاكَرَح 	(literally:	“motions”)	which	are	placed	above	or	below	the	letter	they	follow.	These	marks	are	not	normally	written	in	Arabic	texts,	except	in	the	Quran	(where	they	are	required)	and	in	children’s	books,	religious	books,	and	grammar	books
in	order	to	ensure	that	words	are	pronounced	correctly.	Words	or	text	containing	these	marks	are	said	to	be	vocalized.	However,	they	are	omitted	in	most	written	material	except	where	they	are	necessary	to	resolve	ambiguity.	Therefore,	if	you	intend	to	read	Arabic,	you	must	learn	to	recognize	and	pronounce	words	without	relying	upon	them.	An	excerpt	from	a	vocalized	edition	of	the	Arabic
classic	Kalila	wa-Dimna	(Cairo:	Bulaq	Press,	1937)	*In	Lebanese	Arabic,	kasraŧ	is	sometimes	also	pronounced	like	the	French	“é”	in	“résumé,	as	discussed	below.	Long	Vowels	Long	vowels	are	represented	by	the	letters	Āalif	(ا),	wāw	(و),	and	yāĀ	(ي).	*	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	Āalif	is	sometimes	also	pronounced	like	a	lengthened	“e”	in	“best”,	as	discussed	below.	**	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	wāw	is	sometimes
also	pronounced	like	“o”	in	“hole”,	as	discussed	below.	***	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	yāĀ	is	sometimes	also	pronounced	like	the	French	“é”	in	“résumé,	as	discussed	below.	Lebanese	Arabic	Vowel	Variations	The	Pronunciation	and	Transcription	of	word-final	kasraŧ	in	Lebanese	Arabic	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	kasraŧ	at	the	end	of	a	word	is	pronounced	like	the	French	“é”	in	“résumé”.	Note	that	this	is
essentially	the	same	as	the	usual	Lebanese	pronunciation	of	the	yāĀ	(ي)	in	certain	phonetic	contexts	(see	below).	However,	we	transcribe	word-final	kasraŧ	as	e	and	the	homophonous	yāĀ	as	é.	We	use	two	different	symbols	to	represent	one	and	the	same	sound	because	it	is	important	for	grammatical	reasons	to	distinguish	between	kasraŧ	and	yāĀ.	Notice	the	difference	in	sound	quality	between
word-medial	and	word-final	kasraŧ	in	the	following	words.	The	Pronunciation	and	Transcription	of	ا	in	Lebanese	Arabic	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	the	pronunciation	of	Āalif	varies	between	“ā”	(like	a	lengthened	“a”	in	“father”)	and	“ē”	(like	a	lengthened	“e”	in	“best”),	depending	primarily	upon	the	surrounding	consonants	but	to	some	extent	also	the	accent	of	the	speaker.	By	following	the	principles
outlined	below,	it	is	possible	to	predict	with	a	fairly	high	degree	of	accuracy	how	Āalif	will	be	pronounced	in	a	given	word	in	Lebanese	Arabic.	Unfortunately,	these	cannot	be	taken	as	hard	and	fast	rules	(except	where	indicated	otherwise);	however,	they	will	apply	in	most	cases.	It	should	also	be	noted	that	word-final	Āalif	is	typically	given	the	length	of	a	short	vowel	(i.e.	“a”),	and	thus	sounds	much
the	same	as	a	fatHaŧ.	Āalif	is	pronounced	“ā”:	when	it	is	followed	by	a	terminal	hamzeŧ	(ء),	or	when	it	is	itself	the	final	letter.	There	are	no	exceptions	to	this	rule.	Examples:	when	it	is	preceded	or	followed	by	an	emphatic	consonant	(ص ض,	 	, ط 	, ء	.(i.e	throat	the	in	and	mouth	the	of	back	the	in	produced	consonant	other	any	by	preceded	is	it	when	Examples:	rule.	this	to	exceptions	no	are	There	.(ظ 	, ح 	, خ 	, ع 	, غ 	, ق 	, ك 	, ه
and	often	ر	as	well.	Examples:	Āalif	is	pronounced	“ē”:	when	it	is	preceded	by	a	consonant	produced	in	the	front	of	the	mouth	–	with	the	frequent	exception	of	ر	(i.e.	ب 	, ت 	, ج 	, د 	, ز س,	 ش,	 	, ف 	, ل 	, م 	, ن 	, و 	, the	giving	words,	some	in	consonant	front	a	like	behave	indeed	does	it	and	mouth	the	of	front	the	in	produced	is	It	rules.	these	into	neatly	fit	not	does	ر	that	Notice	Examples:	consonant.	emphatic	an	by	followed	not	and	–	(ي
Āalif	an	“ē”	sound	(e.g.	rēkib	/	 ِبكار ,	šēri3	/	 ِعراش );	however,	in	other	words	it	gives	the	Āalif	an	“ā”	sound	even	though	there	are	no	back	consonants	in	the	word	(e.g.	rāyiH	/	 ِحيار ,	jār	/	 راج ).	Examples:	The	Pronunciation	and	Transcription	of	و	in	Lebanese	Arabic	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	“ō”	is	the	usual	pronunciation	of	the	MSA	diphthong	“aw”	in	one-syllable	words.	For	example,	MSA	yawm	becomes	yōm	in
Lebanese	Arabic.	It	is	also	the	usual	Lebanese	pronunciation	of	final	و	in	words	with	more	than	one	syllable,	e.g.	MSA	fataHū	becomes	fataHō	in	Lebanese	Arabic.	Many	words	of	foreign	origin	also	contain	“ō”,	e.g.	Āōrōpā,	dōlār,	šōkōlātaŧ,	tilfizyōn,	duktōr,	bōnjūr.	Although	“ō”	technically	represents	a	long	vowel,	it	is	generally	given	the	same	length	as	a	short	vowel,	particularly	in	word-final
position.	The	Pronunciation	and	Transcription	of	ي	in	Lebanese	Arabic	In	Lebanese	Arabic,	“é”	is	the	usual	pronunciation	of	the	MSA	diphthong	“ay”	in	one-syllable	words	or	in	the	final	syllable	of	a	multi-syllable	Arabic	word.	For	example,	MSA	bayt	becomes	bét	in	Lebanese	Arabic,	and	MSA	maktabayn	becomes	maktabén	in	Lebanese	Arabic.	“é”	is	also	the	usual	Lebanese	pronunciation	of	final	ي	in
words	with	more	than	one	syllable,	e.g.	MSA	ma3ī	becomes	ma3é	in	Lebanese	Arabic.	Many	words	of	foreign	origin	also	contain	“é”,	e.g.	Āōtél,	mōtér,	sikritér,	vītés.	Although	“é”	technically	represents	a	long	vowel,	it	is	generally	given	the	same	length	as	a	short	vowel,	particularly	in	word-final	position,	and	sounds	much	the	same	as	the	terminal	kasraŧ,	i.e.	“e”.	Variant	Spellings	of	Āalif	in	Arabic
Script	There	are	a	few	additional	characters	which	are	used	to	represent	Āalif	in	Arabic	script.	These	are	not	optional	spellings,	but	are	required	with	certain	words	and	letter	combinations.	Āalif	maqSūraŧ	(ى)	Āalif	maqSūraŧ	is	written	like	ي	but	without	the	dots.	It	appears	only	at	the	end	of	words,	and	therefore	has	just	two	shapes:	an	independent	shape	if	it	is	preceded	by	a	non-connector,	and	a
final	shape	if	it	follows	a	connector.	Āalif	maqSūraŧ	literally	means	“shortened	Āalif”,	and	is	pronounced	like	the	final	“a”	in	“Santa”,	i.e.	like	a	short	vowel	(fatHaŧ)	rather	than	a	long	vowel.	Nevertheless,	we	represent	Āalif	maqSūraŧ	in	our	transcription	system	as	ā	since	it	is	important	for	grammatical	reasons	that	it	be	distinguished	from	a	final	fatHaŧ.	If	a	suffix	is	added,	Āalif	maqSūraŧ	will
change	both	in	pronunciation	and	spelling	either	to	a	regular	Āalif	or	to	a	yāĀ	which	forms	a	diphthong	with	the	preceding	fatHaŧ	(“ay”).	Examples:	lām	Āalif	(ال)	lām	followed	by	Āalif	forms	a	ligature,	i.e.	the	two	letters	are	joined	into	one	shape:	ال.	Bear	in	mind	that	lām	Āalif	does	not	connect	to	the	following	letter,	since	Āalif	is	a	non-connector.	Medial	&	Final	Independent	&	Initial	ال	 الـ 	Āalif	maddaŧ	(
When	hamzaŧ	written	on	an	Āalif	(أ)	takes	a	fatHaŧ	and	is	followed	by	a	second	Āalif,	the	two	are	generally	combined	into	one	shape,	called	Āalif	maddaŧ	(“the	Āalif	of	prolongation”).	This	takes	the	form	of	a	short,	slightly	wavy	line	written	above	an	Āalif.	Notice	that	the	second	Āalif	may	have	originally	been	a	long	vowel	(as	in	the	first	example)	or	another	carrier	of	hamzaŧ	(as	in	the	second
example).	In	either	case,	the	single	Āalif	maddaŧ	is	written	in	place	of	the	two	consecutive	Āalifs,	and	is	pronounced	and	transcribed	as	a	hamzaŧ	followed	by	a	single	Āalif:	“Āā”.	Āalif	maddaŧ,	like	a	regular	Āalif,	is	a	non-connector	and	therefore	has	only	two	shapes:	Examples:	Dagger	Āalif	The	“dagger	Āalif”	(Āalif	Ќanjariyyaŧ	/	 ةِيرَْجنَخ 	 ِفَلأ )	is	an	archaic	spelling	of	Āalif	which	still	exists	in	a	few	common
words,	and	is	pronounced	in	exactly	the	same	way	as	a	regular	Āalif.	When	written,	it	appears	as	a	miniature	Āalif	above	the	letter	rather	than	on	the	line.	However,	it	is	usually	omitted,	in	printed	texts	and	handwriting	alike.	One	notable	exception	is	the	word	 هللا ,	meaning	“God”,	which	often	retains	the	dagger	Āalif	in	print.	Examples:	Remember	that	these	words	must	be	pronounced	with	the	long
vowel	sound	of	the	Āalif,	even	when	(as	is	usually	the	case)	the	dagger	Āalif	is	not	written	on	them.	Doubled	Consonants	Arabic	consonants	are	sometimes	doubled,	which	means	that	the	same	consonant	occurs	twice	in	a	row	without	an	intervening	vowel.	(The	Arabic	word	for	this	phenomenon	is	Āattašdīd	/	 ديدْشتلا .)	A	doubled	consonant	is	pronounced	for	about	twice	as	long	as	a	single	consonant.
Something	similar	sometimes	occurs	in	English	pronunciation	when	the	last	letter	of	one	word	is	the	same	as	the	first	letter	of	the	next	word,	causing	a	sort	of	doubling	of	this	letter,	e.g.	“great	time”,	“bad	day”,	“big	gate”.	One	and	the	same	consonant	written	consecutively	in	transcription	indicates	doubling.	In	Arabic	script,	the	two	consonants	are	written	only	once,	and	the	doubling	action	is
indicated	by	the	placement	of	a	small	symbol	known	as	the	šaddaŧ	above	the	consonant	(	 of	end	the	at	twice	written	sometimes	are	vowels	short	MSA,	vocalized	fully	In	Nunation	itself.	letter	the	below	than	rather	šaddaŧ	the	below	written	normally	is	kasraŧ	that	Note	vowel.	short	or	long	intervening	an	require	but	consonant,	another	by	directly	followed	never	are	consonants	Doubled	Examples:	.(	ـّ
nouns	and	adjectives.	When	this	occurs,	the	second	vowel	is	not	pronounced	as	such,	but	is	instead	replaced	with	a	“n”.	This	phenomenon	is	called	nunation,	or	Āattanwīn	/	 نيْونتلا 	(literally:	“adding	a	n”),	and	it	usually	–	but	not	always	–	serves	as	a	marker	of	indefiniteness.	The	type	of	tanwīn	a	word	takes	depends	upon	its	grammatical	role	in	the	sentence.	As	shown	in	the	table	below,	tanwīn	occurs	in
three	grammatical	cases:	nominative,	accusative,	and	genitive.	For	any	word	not	ending	in	hamzaŧ	(ء)	or	tāĀ	marbūTaŧ	(ة),	an	Āalif	is	appended	to	the	word	when	it	takes	accusative	tanwīn.	This	Āalif	is	not	pronounced,	but	it	must	be	written.	The	accusative	tanwīn	marking	should	be	placed	on	the	letter	before	the	Āalif,	although	many	people	actually	write	this	tanwīn	on	the	Āalif.	Case
Transcription	Symbol	Diacritical	Mark	Nominative	un	 	an	Accusative	ـٌ ًاـ 	/	 	in	Genitive	ًـ adverbial	fixed	a	is	which	“an”,	of	exception	the	with	Arabic,	colloquial	or	MSA	formal	less	in	occur	usually	not	does	Nunation	tanwīn	accusative	and	hamzaŧ	Word-final	also:	See	Examples:	marbūTaŧ.	tāĀ	the	atop	placed	is	marking	tanwīn	accusative	the	marbūTaŧ,	tāĀ	in	ending	words	of	case	the	In	Examples:	ـٍ
ending	on	a	number	of	common	words.	Examples	(Lebanese	Arabic):	Further	Reading	Related	Transcription	System	Writing	and	Pronouncing	the	Hamza	(ء):	A	Guide	for	the	Perplexed	The	Definite	Article	in	Arabic
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